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Mastering Microsoft Teams: End User Guide to Practical Usage, Collaboration, and GovernanceApress, 2018

	
		Do you need to learn how to use Microsoft Teams? Are you questioning how to drive user adoption, govern content, and manage access for your Teams deployment? Either way, Mastering Microsoft Teams is your one-stop-shop to learning everything you need to know to find success with Microsoft Teams.

	
		Microsoft’s...
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Temporary Appropriation in Cities: Human Spatialisation in Public Spaces and Community ResilienceSpringer, 2019

	
		This book conceptualises and illustrates temporary appropriation as an urban phenomenon, exploring its contributions to citizenship, urban social sustainability and urban health. It explains how some forms of appropriation can be subversive, existing in a grey area between legal and illegal activities in the city.

	
		The...
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A First Look at SQL Server 2005 for DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004
Sql server 2005 contains features that constitute the biggest
change since the internal server rewrite of SQL Server 7. This is true
from both programmability and data model viewpoints. This chapter
describes SQL Server 2005 in terms of .NET programmability, SQL:1999
compliance, user-defined types (UDTs), and XML integration to...
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Technologies for the Wireless Future: Wireless World Research Forum (WWRF)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
As 3G mobile communication systems are being deployed, the research community is now focusing on the research needed for the long-term evolution of 3G and 4G systems. This fully updated second volume of the successful Technologies for the Wireless Future is a unique and timely book, presenting up-to-the-minute ideas and trends in mobile...
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Practical Color Management: Eddie Tapp on Digital PhotographyO'Reilly, 2006
The second book in this acclaimed series from noted photographer and digital imaging expert Eddie Tapp delves into color management, a topic that has needlessly become a mystery to experienced digital photographers, whether they're avid amateurs, serious students, or working professionals. With his easygoing yet authoritative...
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Sams Teach Yourself SharePoint 2007 in 24 Hours: Using Windows SharePoint Services 3.0Sams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you will be up and running with Windows SharePoint Services 3.0. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds upon a real-world foundation forged in both technology and business matters, allowing you to learn the essentials of SharePoint 2007 and Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 from the...
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Smashing WordPress: Beyond the BlogJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	GO BEYOND THE BLOG


	Smashing WordPress shows you how to utilize the power of the WordPress platform, and provides a creative spark to help you build WordPress-powered sites that go beyond the obvious. You will learn the core concepts used to build just about anything in WordPress, resulting in fast deployments and...
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Digital System Design with VHDL (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2004

	When the first edition of this book was published, the idea of combining a text on digital
	design with one on VHDL seemed novel. At about the same time, several other books
	with similar themes were published. This book has now been adopted by several universities
	as a core text. Moreover, the first edition has now been translated into...
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Software Abstractions: Logic, Language, and AnalysisMIT Press, 2012

	As a programmer working for Logica UK in London in the mid-1980’s, I became a passionate advocate of formal methods. Extrapolating from small successes with VDM and JSP, I was sure that widespread use of formal methods would bring an end to the software crisis.

	

	One approach especially intrigued me. John Guttag and Jim...
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.Net Framework 4.5 Expert Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	.Net is an architecture neutral and programming language agnostic framework that caters to all requirements, varying from business solutions to multiplayer online 3D games. Version 4.5 added many new features to help with the development of robust and user-friendly solutions. This book will teach you the new features as well as the advanced...
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BizTalk 2013 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in BizTalk)Apress, 2013

	BizTalk 2013 Recipes provides ready-made solutions to BizTalk Server 2013 developers. The recipes in the book save you the effort of developing your own solutions to common problems that have been solved many times over. The solutions demonstrate sound practice, the result of hard-earned wisdom by those who have gone before.

...
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Getting Started with Meteor.js JavaScript FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2012

	Creating the most modern, dynamic, multi-user web applications quickly and easily is exactly what Meteor was designed for – and it’s all done in JavaScript. In this tutorial is everything you need to know to get started.


	Overview

	
		Create dynamic, multi-user web applications completely in...
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